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august 1978, pp. 1355-1362. printed in u.s.a. 1355 dietary cravings and aversions during pregnancy1’ 2 ernest
b. hook, m.d. précis of humean nature. how desire explains action ... - class of desires. if the humean
theory is true, every moti-vational state in human psychology has similar hedonic, attentional, and vividnessrelated ef-fects. this may be most obvious with motiva-tional states broadly understood as desires or
aversions, like desiring food and fearing spi-ders. but it’s less obvious in other cases, in- of the interior
beginnings of voluntary motions, commonly ... - of food, namely hunger and thirst. and when the
endeavour is from ward something, it is ... proceed from experience and trial of their effects upon themselves
or other men. for of things we know not at all, or believe not to be, we can ... or fear to attempt it; the whole
sum of desires, aversions, hopes and fears, continued till the thing be ... author's personal copy anthroncouveru - commonly reported food that pregnant women should avoid because of their harmful
effects on infants. study 2 found modest support for the fetal protection hypothesis for food aversions. it also
found that pregnant women most commonly avoided fruits as well as “black” and “hot” foods. aversions were
primarily acquired through learning pavlovian craving and overeating: a conditioned incentive ... pavlovian craving and overeating: a conditioned incentive model remco c. havermans published online: 16
february 2013 # springer science+business media new york 2013 abstract food craving is an intense desire or
urge to eat a certain food. it is under control of food-related cues, such as the sight, smell, and taste of one’s
favorite food ... world religious views of health and healing - world religious views of health and healing
by aaron ketchell, loretta pyles, and edward canda ... desires, aversions, and ignorance. the sanskrit term for
suffering is dukkha , which ... intended effects of buddhist spiritual practices is to change one’s karma through
descartes and the mind-body problem - sensation and the decision to take food, or between the sensation
of something causing pain and ... i.e. we would never reach desires and aversions, distresses and delights, etc.
7. in particular, even though certain of these motions do generate certain sensations (hunger, ... i.e. they have
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